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Abstract
Temporal relation annotation in the clinical domain is crucial yet challenging due to its workload and the medical
expertise required. In this paper, we propose a novel annotation method that integrates event start-points
ordering and question-answering (QA) as the annotation format. By focusing only on two points on a timeline,
start-points ordering reduces ambiguity and simplifies the relation set to be considered during annotation. QA
as annotation recasts temporal relation annotation into a reading comprehension task, allowing annotators to
use natural language instead of the formalisms commonly adopted in temporal relation annotation. Based on
our method, most of the relations in a document are inferable from a significantly smaller number of explicitly
annotated relations, showing the efficiency of our proposed method. Using these inferred relations, we develop
a temporal relation classification model that achieves a 0.72 F1 score. Also, by decomposing the annotation
process into QA generation and QA validation, our method enables collaboration among medical experts and
non-experts. We obtained high inter-annotator agreement (IAA) scores, which indicate the positive prospect of such
collaboration in the annotation process. Our annotated corpus, annotation tool, and trained model are publicly
available: https://github.com/seiji-shimizu/qa-start-ordering.
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1. Introduction

Reasoning the temporal relationships between
events is essential for natural language understand-
ing. Temporal reasoning is especially important in
the clinical domain to discover potential causes
of events. For example, to discover the cause of
an adversarial drug effect, knowing which drugs
were prescribed before the appearance of the tar-
get symptom is necessary.

There have been attempts to create open
datasets for temporal relation extraction in the clin-
ical domain, such as the i2b2 2012 (Sun et al.,
2013) and the THYME (Styler IV et al., 2014) cor-
pus. Still, the research community lacks annotated
corpora, with most studies being conducted using
only one dataset (Gumiel et al., 2021). Also, many
languages other than English have no open dataset,
including Japanese.

Two major factors that hinder the development
of datasets are (1) the workload of temporal rela-
tion annotation and (2) the medical expertise re-
quired for the annotation. Clinical texts contain
many events per document (147 per document in
THYME and 94 per document in i2b2 2012, for in-
stance). Thus, a large number of relations need to
be annotated to cover all event pairs. Additionally,
temporal relation annotation is complex because
annotators need to consider various types of tem-
poral relations (13, according to Allen’s definition;
Allen, 1983). Also, accurate annotation requires
medical expertise. Hiring medical experts for the

entire annotation process is costly and difficult since
medical experts, such as doctors and nurses, have
their primary duties.

To alleviate such challenges, we propose a new
method for temporal relation annotation, integrating
event start-points ordering (Ning et al., 2018) and
question-answering (QA) as the annotation format
(Ning et al., 2020). An overview of our annotation
process is shown in Figure 1.

Given two events, ordering their start-points can
simplify the temporal relation set to: before, equal,
and after. We only annotated an event as “vague"
when the relation of the event with any other event in
a document cannot be annotated. This significantly
reduces the number of event pairs annotated as
“vague" and thus, we can infer a larger number of
non-vague relations by iteratively applying closure
(Verhagen, 2005).

QA as annotation recasts the temporal relation
annotation task into a reading comprehension task,
allowing annotators to use natural language instead
of the formalisms commonly adopted in tempo-
ral relation annotation (Ning et al., 2020). In our
method, in the first step, a non-medical expert gen-
erates a question about the start-points of events
by choosing an event from a document. Then, the
non-expert generates answers for the questions by
choosing an event from the document (QA-Gen).
This allows an annotation task without pre-defining
event pairs to annotate. In thet second step, a
medical expert validates the generated QA pairs
using multiple-choice questions (QA-Val). The non-

https://github.com/seiji-shimizu/qa-start-ordering
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medical expert can decide which event pairs should
have temporal relations from linguistic cues even
without medical expertise. Then, the medical ex-
pert can easily validate the relations annotated by
non-experts since the relations are described in the
QA format.

We show that our proposed method can reduce
(1) the workload of temporal relation annotation
and address the issue of (2) the medical expertise
required for the annotation. Based on our proposed
method, 90% of the relations among all possible
event pairs are inferable from only 9% explicitly
annotated relations, showing the efficiency of our
approach. We empirically show the feasibility of
using these inferred relations as training data in
our experiment, resulting in a 0.72 F1 score for the
classification of two start-points. We compare two
results of QA-Gen: (a) QA pairs generated by a
medical expert and (b) QA pairs generated by a
non-expert, using (a) as the gold set. Our QA gen-
eration method is simple enough for a non-expert
to approximate event pairs chosen by a medical
expert. QA-Val by an additional medical expert
increases the IAA of the QA pairs generated by a
medical expert and a non-expert. The increased
inter-annotator agreement (IAA) indicates the posi-
tive prospect of collaboration among experts and
non-experts.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first at-
tempt to integrate event start-points ordering and
QA as annotation for temporal relation annotation.
Although we focused on the clinical domain, our
method is domain and language-agnostic. The
proposed annotation method can be effective for
the temporal relation annotation of corpora with a
large number of events. Also, it allows the collab-
oration of domain experts and non-experts. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel annotation method that
enables simple and efficient annotation and
collaboration among medical experts and non-
experts.

• We empirically prove the feasibility of the pro-
posed annotation method and corpus in our
experiments.

• We created publicly open language resources:
(i) the first temporal relation extraction dataset
in Japanese; (ii) the annotation tool we built
for QA-Gen and QA-Val, and (iii) the temporal
relation extraction model trained on the devel-
oped corpus.

Figure 1: Overview of the annotation process.
Events are marked in colors. A non-medical expert
generates a QA pair in QA-Gen by simply choosing
one event for the question and one for the answer
from a document. Then, a medical expert validates
the generated QA pair with a multiple-choice ques-
tion in QA-Val. The relation of two event start-
points is classified as before, equal, or after. If the
relation between an event and any other event in a
document can not be annotated, we annotate the
event as “vague".

2. Related Work

2.1. Temporal Relation Annotation in the
Clinical Domain

There is a long-standing interest in creating open
datasets for the temporal reasoning task in the clini-
cal domain. Extending the TimeML scheme (Puste-
jovsky et al., 2010), the i2b2 2012 corpus and the
THYME corpus were developed.

i2b2 2012 (Sun et al., 2013) annotated the event
to event and event to time expression temporal
relations. Eight types of relations were annotated,
and the BEFORE, AFTER, and OVERLAP relations
were used for the shared task. In total, 61,214 rela-
tions were annotated for 310 discharge summaries.
Although the corpus covers various relations, the
complexity of the annotation task led to a low IAA
score (0.3 kappa score for the relation type). Re-
cently, Guan et al. (2021) utilized RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) for a subset of this task (event to time
expression relation classification) and achieved a
0.72 F1 score.

The THYME corpus (Styler IV et al., 2014) em-
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ployed the “narrative container” to reduce the an-
notation workload and complexity. Each event is
associated with a container using the “CONTAINS”
relation, and each container is linked to an anchor
(dates or temporal expressions). Although five re-
lation types were included in the original annotated
corpus, only “CONTAINS” was used for the shared
task. In total, 7,935 relations were annotated for
107 pathology reports. Extending the dataset with
inferred relations, Lin et al. (2019) achieved a 0.68
F1 score using BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019).

The PRISM corpus (Yada et al., 2020, 2021;
Cheng et al., 2022) annotated temporal relations of
event to time expression pairs. Based on THYME,
five relation types were considered. They anno-
tated 13,884 relations for 1,000 radiology interpre-
tation reports and 5,432 relations for 156 medical
history reports. Classification models for each doc-
ument type were developed. For the “on” relation,
the models achieved a 0.82 F1 score in radiology
interpretation reports and a 0.70 F1 score in med-
ical history reports. Due to the lack of annotated
events, the models achieved F1 scores below 0.5
in relations other than “on".

All of the aforementioned annotation methods
resulted in a large number of annotated relations,
making them not feasible for organizations with
lower resources (e.g., individual hospitals). This
hinders the development of datasets based on
those methods. A lighter annotation method is
necessary to promote the development of various
datasets across different medical specialties and
different text types. Currently, most of the publica-
tions are based on a single dataset (Gumiel et al.,
2021). This could be a limitation since domain shift
is common in the clinical domain (Laparra et al.,
2020).

Also, the narrative containers used in THYME
and PRISM cannot capture which event precedes
the other within a container. In applications, this
can be a drawback, for example, for capturing the
potential cause of acute adversarial effects of drugs
happened in the same narrative container.

2.2. Simplification of Temporal Relation
Annotation

There have been attempts to simplify temporal rela-
tion annotation. Two schools of such attempts are:
(1) event start-points ordering and (2) QA as an-
notation. The former simplifies the classification
of two time-intervals into the classification of two
event start-points. The latter simplifies the task of
temporal relation annotation by recasting it into a
reading comprehension task.

In event start-points ordering, the label set is
simply before, equal and after (Ning et al., 2018).
Raghavan et al. (2012) employed start/end-points

ordering of all events within a clinical document.
They showed that all relations in Allen’s temporal re-
lations can be expressed by ordering the start/end-
points of two events. For example, the temporal
relation of two events (e1,before, e2) can be repre-
sented by ordering the start-points (e(s)1 and e

(s)
2 )

and the end-points (e(e)1 and e
(e)
2 ) of those events,

for example (e
(s)
1 ,after, e(s)2 ) and (e

(e)
1 ,after, e(s)2 ).

MATRES (Ning et al., 2018) also used start-points
ordering for temporal relation annotation. They
only annotated start-points orders based on the
observation that end-points are a major source of
confusion for annotators. Following this, we em-
ploy start-points ordering for our annotation task.
Unlike Raghavan et al. (2012), they adopt a dense
annotation scheme, which is the annotation of all
event pairs within a two-sentence window. Given
event pairs to be annotated, they reported a high
IAA (0.84 kappa) for relation annotation.

QA as annotation is proposed to transform the
relation extraction task into a reading comprehen-
sion task (Levy et al., 2017; He et al., 2015; Michael
et al., 2018). TORQUE (Ning et al., 2020) applied
QA as annotation for temporal relation extraction.
In this method, annotators were instructed to create
a temporal question and choose all the answers
from the list of events within two-sentence windows.
It asks the annotator to choose event pairs to be
annotated and to describe the relation in natural
language. This allows an annotation without pre-
defining event pairs or relation categories.

Event start-points ordering reduces the ambigu-
ity of a temporal relation of two events, simplifying
the classification of temporal relation. QA as anno-
tation recasts temporal relation annotation into a
reading comprehension task, allowing annotators
to use natural language instead of the formalisms
commonly adopted in temporal relation annotation.
In this paper, we propose a way to integrate those
two and apply it to clinical documents. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to inte-
grate the QA as annotation and event start-points
ordering for temporal relation annotation.

3. Corpus to Annotate

We chose MedTxt-CR-JA (Yada et al., 2022) as the
annotation target. MedTxt-CR-JA is a collection of
148 Japanese case reports with entities and their
attributes annotated based on Yada et al. (2020).
We chose case reports as annotation targets as
they describe holistic clinical narratives (similar to
discharge summaries) and can make them public
without de-identifications.

We extracted medication, remedy, disease, and
test values as the events among other entity types,
such as anatomical entities, considering these en-
tity types are essential for constructing a compre-
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Figure 2: Example of a case report annotated in our study. The left part shows the original Japanese
text and the right part shows its translation in English. Medication (Mk) and disease (D) are marked
with pink and light blue, respectively. (+) and (-) represent the affirmation and negation of the event
occurrences. Segments marked with green are changes that happened to the events which help annotators
to understand the context of events. Event indices according to the orders in the document are attached.

hensive clinical timeline. We excluded negated or
hypothetical entities with some exceptions. For ex-
ample, if a medication was stopped being used, we
considered that as an event, even if negated. Also,
for the purpose of capturing the temporal dynamics
of the four target event types, we only included the
reports with:

• #remedy+#medication
#disease+#test ≥ 0.3

• The number of events per document is greater
than 10 and smaller than 30.

After the filtering, we obtained a total of 62 case
reports. Figure 2 shows an example of a fraction
of a target document. Annotation is done on the
entirety of a single document. In the annotation, we
displayed different types of events with correspond-
ing markers. We also attached an event index to
each event according to the order of appearance
in a document.

4. Annotation Method

Given a clinical document, our aim is to reason
temporal relations of as many event pairs as pos-
sible from the document. Following Ning et al.
(2018), we reduce the temporal relation annotation
to start-points ordering from the complex classifica-
tion of two temporal intervals. Given two events, we
classify the relation of two start-points into “after,"
“equal," or “before" (see Figure 1). If the relation of
an event with any other event cannot be inferred, we
treat it as "vague". Formally, two start-points and
their relation can be represented as (e

(s)
1 , r, e

(s)
2 ),

where r = {after, equal, before}. Compared with
the classification of two intervals, which requires
13 types of relations in the most complex case,
this significantly simplifies the types of relations to
consider.

For the annotation of start-points, we use QA as
annotation, recasting temporal relation annotation
into a reading comprehension task. We decom-
pose the QA as annotation into (1) QA genera-
tion (QA-Gen) and (2) QA validation (QA-Val) and
developed a system for each annotation process
based on Maufe et al. (2022). We detail these two
processes in the following section.

4.1. QA-Gen
In QA-Gen, we ask three questions to classify the
temporal relation of two start-points:

1. Wich event started after the start of x?

2. Which event started around the same time as
the start of x?

3. Which event refers to the same event as x?

The first question and the second question above
are equivalent to the questions on “after" and
“equal". Also, we ask a question concerning coref-
erence (the third question). Though the temporal
relation of the two start-points is “equal" in the third
question, this makes the task more naturally un-
derstandable. For example, in Figure 2, it is more
natural to say “ICI [2] refers to the same event as
ICI (nivolumab and ipilimumab) [3]" rather than de-
scribing that they started at the same time. We omit
the question on “before” because it can be repre-
sented using “after” with two events in the tuple be-
ing swapped: (e(s)1 ,before, e(s)2 ) = (e

(s)
2 ,after, e(s)1 ).

We represent a question as (x(s), r, ?(s)). Annota-
tors fix the “r" to work on by choosing one question
from the above three questions. For example, if
the first question is chosen, an annotator works on
(e

(s)
1 ,after, e(s)2 ). Then, the annotator first generates

a question (Q) by choosing “x" and then generates
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an answer (A) by choosing “?" in the tuple. The
procedure is summarized in Figure 3.

We instruct annotators to cover as many events
as possible from a document in either “x" or “?"
in the tuple. Only when there is an event whose
relation is vague to all the other events, we do not
generate the QA pair for that event and annotate
the event as “vague". For example, when the same
medication was administered multiple times, and
that medication name was mentioned in the later
part of the case report without specifying the partic-
ular administration being referred to, an annotator
can annotate this reference to the medication as
“vague".
Generating the questions: In QA-Gen, first, an-
notators generate a question by choosing an event
for “x" in the tuple, (x(s), r, ?(s)). For example, by
choosing “x" = “pazopanib", an annotator gener-
ates the question, “Which event started after the
start of pazopanib?".

In the annotation system we developed, anno-
tators can choose “x" from multiple options in a
pull-down list that contains all the events in a docu-
ment.

Figure 3: Process of QA-Gen. A non-expert anno-
tator first chooses “x" (e.g., pazopanib) to generate
a question (Q), and then the annotator chooses
“?" (e.g., jaundice and liver failure) to generate the
answer (A).

Generating the answers: Given a question with
“x" being selected in (x(s), r, ?(s)), annotators gen-
erate answers by choosing events for “?" from a
document. For example, to the question “Which
event started after the start of pazopanib ?", an
annotator generates the answer "After the start
of pazopanib, jaundice and liver failure started" by
choosing “?" = “jaundice and liver failure". This
completes the tuple (e

(s)
1 , r, e

(s)
2 ). In the annotation

system, annotators can choose “?" from multiple
options in a pull-down list of all the events in a

Figure 4: Screenshot of our proposed validation
tool. Sentences are translated from Japanese into
English. Given QA pairs previously annotated by a
non-expert, a medical expert validates these pairs
with multiple-choice questions.

document.
Converting temporal relation annotation into read-

ing comprehension encourages the annotators to
choose event pairs using linguistic cues in a doc-
ument. In this way, we do not need to pre-define
pairs of “e1" and “e2" to be annotated in (e

(s)
1 , r, e

(s)
2 ).

4.2. QA-Val
We validate the generated QA pairs with multiple-
choice questions. Given the completed tuple
(e

(s)
1 , r, e

(s)
2 ), we ask a medical expert if the answer

is correct or not, using the annotation tool we shown
in Figure 4. For example, we ask whether the an-
swer “After the start of pazopanib, jaundice and
liver failure started" is correct or not. If the anno-
tator chooses “No," we ask to modify the “r” by
choosing the most appropriate relation among all
options.

5. Corpus Statistics

We report the number of annotated relations in QA-
Gen and the IAA for QA-Gen and QA-Val. For
the calculation of IAA, we randomly sampled 10
documents from the original 62 case reports.

In addition to the number of explicitly annotated
relations (Expl), we report the number of inferred
relations (Infer). Although we only annotated a
portion of all possible event pairs in the annota-
tion, in practice, we want to infer the relation of
any arbitrarily chosen event pair from a document.
Given arbitrary two events, their relation can be “be-
fore", “equal", or “after". To cover as many event
pairs as possible, we infer “r" in (A(s), r, C(s)) from
(A(s), r, B(s)) and (B(s), r, C(s)). More concretely,
we create a graph (Figure 5) from the annotated
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"after" and "equal" relations and infer the relations
of unannotated event pairs. Given two events, their
relation is "after" if “e1" is connected with “e2" with
a forward-directed path and "before" if connected
with a reverse-directed path. If they are connected
with equalities, the relation is “equal". If the relation
cannot be inferred, we considered them as “vague".

Figure 5: Example of the graph used for the in-
ference of the relations in Figure 2. The arrows
represent “after" and equalities represent “equal"
relations. The numbers attached to events indicate
the order of appearance of the events in the trans-
lated document.

5.1. The Number of Annotated Relations
We report the number of annotated relations in
QA-Gen. We asked a medical expert (a nurse with
more than 10 years of experience) and a non-expert
to complete the task for comparing the annotation
done by an expert and a non-expert. In total, each
annotator was assigned 32 documents (including
those for the calculation of IAA). It took about a
month for both of the annotators to complete the
annotation.

For Infer, we create a set of all possible event
pairs and then inferred relations of the entire set on
the graph as shown in Figure 5. For the overlapping
10 documents, we counted the exact same event
pairs and relations only once, i.e., the exact same
tuples (e

(s)
1 , r, e

(s)
2 ) were not counted twice.

Table 1 shows the number of annotated relations
for each relation category. Since inference on a
graph itself is complex, 5% of “after" could not be
converted into "before". We conduct an experiment
(Section 6) using Infer to test its utility for developing
a temporal relation classifier.

Using our method, most of the relations in a doc-
ument are inferable with a relatively small number
of explicitly annotated relations. The number of all
possible event pairs obtained was 27,413, the ex-

plicitly annotated relations excluding “vague" were
2,554 (9% of all possible event pairs), and the infer-
able relations excluding “vague" were 24,737 (90%
of all possible event pairs). In Lin et al. (2019),
the number of inferred relations from the THYME
corpus using a 60-token window and closure were
413,327 of NONE, 10,483 of CONTAINS, and 2,802
of CONTAINS-BY. Most relations could not be in-
ferred, resulting in “NONE" consisting of 93% of all
relations. We could infer most relations in a docu-
ment since the number of “vague" in Expl was very
small, and most events were included in the graph
and used for the inference.

5.2. Agreement for QA-Gen

We compare two results of QA-Gen, QA pairs gen-
erated by the medical expert and QA pairs gener-
ated by the non-expert, using the pairs generated
by the expert as a gold set. We calculated the
inter-annotator agreement (IAA) of QA-Gen using
10 documents randomly sampled. As metrics, we
used Krippenford’s alpha and F1 score, following
THYME (Styler IV et al., 2014). We did not use the
inferred relations for the calculation of IAA.

Table 2 shows the IAA of Expl. “pairs" denotes
the IAA for which event pairs were chosen, and
“pairs + relation" denotes the IAA, including the
relation types of the chosen event pairs. Though
not directly comparable, we included those two IAA
of the THYME corpus in the table for reference.

As one can see, in spite of the difference in exper-
tise of the two annotators, the IAA shows the agree-
ment on which event pairs to annotate. The high
agreements indicate QA-Gen is simple enough for
a medical expert and a non-expert to agree on
which event pairs to annotate and their relations.

5.3. Agreement for QA-Val

We calculated the IAA of QA-Val using event pairs
annotated by both the expert and the non-expert
annotator in QA-Gen (223 pairs in total). We val-
idated and modified the relations of event pairs
using QA-Val only for the annotation done by the
non-expert and compared the result with the anno-
tation done by the expert. We asked an additional
medical expert (a nurse also with more than 10
years of experience) to complete the task. The
annotation took less than a day to complete.

As metrics, we used Cohen’s kappa and F1 score
following MATRES (Ning et al., 2018). Table 3
shows the IAA scores.

After QA-Val, IAA improved from 0.73 to 0.89 in
Kappa and from 0.82 to 0.94 in F1. This indicates
the utility of QA-Val and the positive prospect of col-
laboration among medical experts and non-experts
in the annotation process.
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before equal after vague total
Expl - 1,848 696 19 2,563
Infer 11,440 2,484 10,813 2,676 27,413

Table 1: The number of relations annotated in QA-Gen. Expl denotes the relations explicitly annotated by
annotators. Infer denotes the relations inferred from explicitly annotated relations.

Alpha F1
pairs (THYME) 0.50 0.50
pairs + relation (THYME) 0.45 0.45
pairs (ours) 0.54 0.59
pairs + relation (ours) 0.51 0.64

Table 2: The IAA of QA-Gen. “pairs" denotes
the IAA scores for which event pairs were chosen.
“pairs + relation" denotes the IAA scores for the
chosen event pairs and their relations.

Kappa F1
MATRES 0.84 0.90
w/o QA-Val 0.73 0.82
w/ QA-Val 0.89 0.94

Table 3: The IAA of QA-Val. “w/o QA-Val" denotes
the scores without validation, and “w/ QA-Val" de-
notes the scores after the validation.

6. Experiment

6.1. Settings
To investigate the feasibility of using inferred re-
lations to train a high-performance temporal rela-
tion classifier, we conducted an experiment using
a subset of Infer. Given a document and two start
points (e(s)1 and e

(s)
2 ), we classify their relation into

r = {after, equal, before}. We excluded “vague”
from the classification target because most of the
relations could be categorized into “after", “equal"
or “before". The “vague” relation consisted of only
3% of all the inferred relations.
Dataset: We used inferred relations as dataset.
To avoid data imbalance, we down-sampled “af-
ter” and “before” to be the same size as “equal”
per document. For each (e

(s)
1 , r, e

(s)
2 ) in the

dataset, we tagged two events in a document
with start and end tags (<event1>,</event1> and
<event2>,</event2>) as special tokens, signaling
which event pair we are predicting on to the model.
We used these tagged documents as inputs and
the relations as target labels.
Method: Our method is based on Zhong and
Chen (2021). We used a Japanese RoBERTa
base model (Sugimoto et al., 2023) pre-trained on
Japanese case reports as the encoder. Given a

document with two events tagged, we encoded the
document and used the final hidden layers’ rep-
resentations corresponding to the tokens in each
event mention for the prediction. Specifically, we
take the average of the outputs within start and
end tags (<event1> to </event1> and <event2> to
</event2>):

zevent1 = average([h<event1>, ...,h</event1>])

zevent2 = average([h<event2>, ...,h</event2>])

where h<event1> denotes the encoder output for
the start tag, and h</event1> denotes the one for
the end tag. Then, we concatenate the two average
vectors and feed them to a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP):

P (r|e1, e2) = softmax(MLP (zevent1 ⊕ zevent2))

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operator. We
used the highest value after the softmax opera-
tion as predictions. Hyper-parameters used in the
experiment are training epoch as 10, batch size
as 8, and AdamW Optimizer with learning rate as
1.0×10−5. We used 20% of the training data to cal-
culate the training loss and used the model check-
points with the lowest loss for the evaluation per
validation fold.

6.2. Evaluation
Table 4 shows the average scores of 5-fold cross-
validation at the document level. We calculated ac-
curacy, precision, recall, and F1 scores (macro av-
erages) for the total scores. In “after” and “before”,
the trained model achieved above 0.75 F1 scores.
The classification of “equal” was harder than those
two relations, with a F1 score of 0.63. Overall,
the model achieved a 0.72 F1 score. Guan et al.
(2021) reported a 0.72 F1 score using RoBERTa
trained on a subset of i2b2 2012, and Lin et al.
(2019) reported a 0.68 F1 score using BioBERT
trained on THYME. While not directly compara-
ble, our experimental results fall within a moder-
ate range among those results. As for start-point
ordering, Ning et al. (2018) reported a 0.77 over-
all F1 score on TimeBank-Dense (Cassidy et al.,
2014) using two-sentence windows. Our scores
are comparable to this, considering that we tackled
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Relation Accuracy Precision Recall F1
before 0.83 0.77 0.75 0.76
equal 0.80 0.61 0.66 0.63
after 0.82 0.77 0.74 0.75
total 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72

Table 4: Performance of the trained model on In-
fer. Scores are averaged across 5-fold validation.
For the total scores, F1, Recall, and Precision are
macro-averaged for each fold and averaged across
5-fold.

a more challenging scenario involving classification
beyond two-sentence windows. The high perfor-
mance of the trained model indicates the feasibility
of this corpus.

7. Analysis of the Annotated Corpus

We analyze the difference between the number
of event pairs chosen by the expert and the non-
expert in QA-Gen. Also, we exemplify the modifi-
cation done by the other expert in QA-Val.

Figure 6: The number of annotated event pairs in
10 documents. “Non-expert" and “Medical expert"
denote the number of annotations done by a non-
expert and an expert, respectively. “Intersection"
denotes the number of event pairs annotated by
both annotators. Most of the event pairs chosen by
the expert annotator are also chosen by the non-
expert annotator.

Figure 6 shows the number of the annotated
event pairs for each annotator and the number of
event pairs annotated by both of the annotators
(Intersection) in QA-Gen. As we can see, for most
documents, the non-expert annotated the larger
number of event pairs. Also, 69% of the chosen
event pairs by the expert are also chosen by the
non-expert on average. This implies that we can
fairly approximate (1) the annotation entirely done
by medical experts through (2) QA-Gen done by
non-experts and QA-Val done by medical experts.

We manually analyzed the modifications made
by the medical expert in QA-Val. We exemplify

Figure 7: Examples of event pairs whose relation
is correctly modified in QA-Val by a medical expert.
The two events in the event pair are shown in bold.

some of the representative cases where medical
expertise was necessary for the annotation. Exam-
ple sentences are shown in Figure 7.

In Example 1, the non-expert annotated e1 =
“pancreatic duct fusion failure”, e2 = “ERCP”,
and r = ”equal” for (e(s)1 , r, e

(s)
2 ), then the medical

expert modified it to r = “after”. In this example,
we can infer that two events happened around the
same time from linguistic cues (sentences are con-
nected by the conjunction “and"). Yet, “ERCP" is
a procedure that combines upper gastrointestinal
endoscopy and x-rays. Therefore, the procedure
should come after “pancreatic duct fusion failure".
This requires knowledge of the nature of “ERCP"
as a procedure.

In Example 2, e1 = “adhesions” and e2 =
“perform” was annotated as r = “equal” by the
non-expert, and modified to be r = “after” by the
expert. The event “perform" refers to the two oper-
ations mentioned in the next sentence. The anno-
tator needs to know those operations do not cause
“adhesions" in this case and should have started
before the operation.

In Example 3, e1 = “ureteral stricture” and
e2 = “postrenal renal failure” was annotated as
r = “equal” by the non-expert and modified to be
r = “after” by the expert. The annotation requires
knowledge of the causal relation between “ureteral
stricture" and “postrenal renal failure" and modified
correctly in the validation.
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All the above examples showcase the temporal
relation annotation of clinical documents does re-
quire medical expertise, and QA-Val can properly
compensate for the annotator’s lack of expertise in
QA-Gen.

8. Conclusion

We proposed a novel annotation method that inte-
grates event start-points ordering and QA as an-
notation. We annotated clinical documents and
showed that most of the temporal relations in a
document can be automatically inferred, indicat-
ing the efficiency of our annotation method. Also,
we showed that decomposing the annotation pro-
cess into QA-Gen and QA-Val enables collabora-
tion among medical experts and non-experts. Our
experimental results suggest the utility of using in-
ferred relations for developing a temporal relation
classifier. The developed corpus (containing both
the relations explicitly annotated by annotators, i.e.,
Expl, and the relations inferred from the explicitly an-
notated relations, i.e., Infer), developed annotation
tools, and trained model are all openly available1.
The proposed annotation method can be applied to
the temporal relation annotation of corpora in other
domains, which have a large number of events per
annotation target and are costly to annotate due to
the required expertise.

9. Ethics Statement

The corpus annotated in this research comprises
case reports that have been anonymized, ensuring
there is no possible threat to patient confidential-
ity. The annotators participating in the annotation
process for this study received generous compen-
sation. Non-expert annotators were remunerated
at a rate equivalent to the average hourly wage in
Japan, while expert annotators received triple the
standard payment.

10. Limitations

In this paper, we chose case reports as the anno-
tation targets. Unlike inner-hospital text, such as
discharge summaries, case reports are well-written
so readers can easily understand. The degree to
which inner-hospital text has its own unique writing
style differs among hospitals. This could be a limi-
tation of this study when we try to apply our method
to inner-hospital texts with only a few linguistic cues.
Also, the number and the length of documents cov-
ered are a limitation of our study. Though we tested
our trained model using the entire corpus by 5-fold

1https://github.com/seiji-shimizu/
qa-start-ordering

cross-validation, extending test data distribution is
desirable for further generalizability of our study.
Finally, annotation on clinical texts written in En-
glish and end-points ordering is necessary for the
direct comparison of our annotation method and
existing methods. Although our annotation method
needs no major modification to be applied to such
annotations, we leave them for future work.
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